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~*~Word of the Month~*~: We have the most greatest mission to stream the most sensitive news in the world,
while continuing to protect our methods and sources from our friends and enemies alike, even as we're facing
threats and prosecution we still dictating our intelligent and resources to oppose and fight the biggest criminals
around the world, because we believe that our pens are mightier than any bullet, prison, or sword, and our words
are flammable than any air force, bomb, or nuclear missile in the hands of the few terrorists around the globe.

1- The Federal Bureau of Prisons (B.O.P), and Counterterrorism (C.T.U) of the Communication Management Unit
(C.M.U) at the United States Penitentiary (USP-Marion of Illinois) are preventing this Journal's Chief & Editor
'Hosam Al Smadi' from publishing the legal story of his terrorism case and entrapment by the FBI in the 2009
bombing plot conspiracy to blow up Fountain Place in Downtown Dallas Texas.
> 'Hosam Al Smadi' was framed by the FBI in a government made terrorist attack after a year of grooming, when
FBI agents manipulated him to participate in a government manufactured plot conspiracy to blow up targets in
Dallas Texas among big banks, financial intuitions, airports, and military bases.
> The FBI's accused Smadi of attempting to join the Air force to hijack an armed figher jet to attack U.S and
Israel. The FBI induced 'Hosam Al Smadi' into a trap after they gave him Islamic jihadist materials and promised
to get him a special military training in a highly paid job with international travel, including a sport BMW, $100.000
dollars in cash, and a special meeting with Al Qaeda Islamic army leader Osama Bin Laden, using illegal and
illicit tactics to induce him into a trap of prosecution and create massive propaganda on international scene after
they failed to stop and defeat Al Qaeda 9/11 attacks.
> In 2010, 'Hosam Al Smadi' entered a coerced guilty plea after he was threatened to spend the rest of his life in
a box under the ground with no sun light, and after he was subjected to torturous conditions of isolation and
solitary confinement for more than a year in which he suffered serious physical and mental side effects. During
his legal case and prosecution process, 'Hosam Al Smadi' was legally incompetent and could not effectively
speak after he suffered a serious head injury concussion due to head beating by the FBI during his peaceful
arrest after they attempted to knock him out and keep him silent while they fabricated the bomb plot scene in a
failed attempt to make it look like a foiled terrorist plot by al-Qaeda operatives overseas before they were
exposed as the masterminds behind the criminal enterprise creating the terrorism scarecrow.
> In late of 2010, FBI special agent 'Carlos Ortiz Jr.' was fired and arrested on criminal charges after a failed
assassination on the head of the FBI's 'Robert E Casey' who was accused of sexual misconduct, corruption, and
abuse of power, among other serious allegations during his time in the dirty corrupt agency.
> FBI agent "Carlos Ortiz Jr.' exposed the the FBI's role in ordering the direct manipulation and entrapment of
'Hosam Al Smadi' in a terrorist attack for the reason of religious and political prosecution which was motivated by
the corrupt fanatic agency failure and Page
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'Hosam Al Smadi' in a terrorist attack for the reason of religious and political prosecution which was motivated by
the corrupt fanatic agency failure and insecurity after the 9/11 attacks.
> Former FBI agent "Carlos Ortiz Jr." went further more to expose the FBI's agency role in targeting Muslims
beside "Hosam Al Smadi" case, who was targeted with a false terrorism flags due to racial, religious, and political
motivation made by the FBI as a way to justify their failure after the 9/11 attacks, and to further use the terrorism
scarecrow fake news tactics to fund the failing agency while taking revenge against Arabs and Muslims who dare
to stand up or speak against the United States and Israel major role participation in a long list of atrocities and
genocides against Arabs and Muslims in Palestine, and around the world.
> Freedom of information (FOIA) revealed that the FBI's behavioral analysis unit noted; that Smadi was
vulnerable to the FBI entrapment as they were leading him to participate in a government made terrorism while
acting as the masterminds and leaders of the terrorist plot.
> From 2011-2015, 'Hosam Al Smadi' was housed in the Counterterrorism Communication Management Unit
("CMU of Terre Haute, Indiana") where he was subjected to further mistreatments, harassments, assaults, and
abuses on the hands of the southern and Christian fanatics who's running the prison system, while Hosam Smadi
went to participate in more than 15 hunger strikes that usually lasted from 30-60 days as a way of peaceful
resistance protesting the fabricated reports and mistreatment by the abusive prison system.
> In 2015, Hosam Al Smadi was moved to the (CMU) of Marion Illinois where he continue to be held like a
hostage blocked from participation in any media interview and from publishing his personal side of the story to
expose his torture, and the illegal false prosecution after his kidnapping, entrapment, and frame by the colonial
agents of the FBI.
~~~>
2- Russian Syrian News; After the downing of a Russian military air plane by a Syrian misfire during an Israeli air
assault on Syria. Russian Military Intelligence source claimed to intercepted intelligence information that the
Israeli forces had the full intention to bring down Russian military air plane in Syrian skies as a way to complicate
Russian relations and escalate the situation against the Syrian regime.
> Russian intelligence source; The game is over for both the United States and the Israeli aggression in Syria as
we move to upgrade the Syrian air defense systems with a far more advance Russian technology using the S300 and S-400 systems, this will help us show the world our military might, while advertizing the supremacy of
our military defense technology, sending a clear message to the Israeli's and American's that they're no longer
free to fly in any Syrian space, or they will suffer the grave consequences.
~~~>
3- New report on how the Israeli intelligence services spied on American citizens and the intelligence community
under the knowledge of the corrupt dirty congress by the protection of the Israeli money lobby of the AIPAC, while
continuing to spy on international scale within attempt to infiltrate China, Russia, Europe, and Members of the
United Nations in a strategy to sow hostility and misinformation around the world while using the real information
for its own advancement and advantage against adversaries.
~~~>
4- The most high profile prisoner in the world, the 9/11 Master Mind and Guantanamo detainee;' Khalid Shaykh
Muhammad, also known as "KSM" to become the Guinness world record breaker in water boarding after the
failure of the CIA and U.S intelligence to conceive any information from him under torture. "KSM" known to have
been water boarded morethan 200 times while mocking his torturers as colonial thugs, which mark another failure
by the United States intelligence to make public in a fake news.
> The water boarding, torture, and entrapment of Muslims among war prisoners and so called terrorism detainees
held captives by American intelligence led groups like Al Qaeda and Islamic States to carry similar reprisal
actions of water boarding, torture, and execution against American prisoners held captives overseas.
> The United States Congress and FBI's dirty corrupt governance misled the American public by betraying their
own citizens held overseas by Islamic forces as worthless, useless, none worthy of negotiations or release,
allowing their execution and torture, as none-Judaic unimportant citizens, not protected under the illusions of the
fake news and propaganda of the so called American constitution, After the FBI threatened American families
who attempted to negotiate the release of their children overseas with prosecution, allowing and taking the
responsibility for all executions.
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responsibility for all executions.
> Israeli controlled agents and lobbies (The American Congress) conspired in the killing, torture, and execution of
American citizens under the cover of "We do not negotiate with terrorists" in another words "Green light for
executions" by pro-israeli agents who sees American lives as unworthy of any effort to free or release, unlike the
Israeli citizens who usually freed by negotiating with terrorists in which Israel consider very important.
> Most European citizens held overseas were released after secret negotiation with European governments who
looked out for their own citizens since the Zionist have lesser lobbies and influence on European independent
policies which is not fully controlled by money and corruption unto like the double agents in the American
Congress.
~~~>
5- North Korean top secrets Senior intelligence officer and master mind of the chemical assassination against the
North Korean leader half brother claim that the U.S government led by the 'CIA' have begged North Korea for
mercy in stopping the missile and nuclear public testing which embarrassed the United States around the globe.
> The Senior intelligence officer further claimed that the U.S has reached a top secret agreement to keep the
North Korean Nuclear weapons privately hidden and secured while publicly announcing the denuclearization in
attempt to avoid a nuclear war which the United States can not handle nor afford as a threat to its mighty
incapable military when it comes to confronting nuclear threats, especially after North Korean development of
intercontinental missile systems capable of delivering triple electromagnetic and nuclear strikes disabling all
enemy defense systems.
~~~>
6- Latest Medical Research by Our Journal: "You heard about Stem Cells & Genetic engineering as the latest
most miraculous medicines of the future, but we have even gotten for you much better news about the most
effective natural treatment in all of mankind history, especially if we're talking about common medical problems.
"Blood Cupping treatment" (Brief History): Used by ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Chinese, Romans, and Arabs,
while continue to be used as a miraculous natural treatment around the globe especially in the Arab and Muslim
world, where it survived and became wide spread after it was prescribed as a divine prophetic medicine taught by
the Islamic final seal of prophets 'Muhammad' as a religious divine medicine and treatment which was advocated
by the supernatural divine beings of Angels in the Islamic Sunni tradition.
* Our Journal conducted a limited research on 'Blood Cupping', methods, effectiveness, and science in which we
were shocked to learn the secret behind the prophetic most ancient and effective natural medicine known to
humanity.
> Blood Cupping known to have so many wide range of benefits including cleaning the body of toxins, dead blood
cells, and bad blood materials. Improving blood circulation and the immune system. Reducing inflammation,
autoimmune diseases, and chronic pains up to 90% while speeding healings and recovery from injuries that can
last for years. The wonderful treatment goes further more to improve blood pressure, muscle tensions, back
pains, and migraines to unbelievable results, while the list goes on with with our modern day highly toxic life style
and wide spread chronic problems.
>The magic blood cupping secret is beyond what we've imagined, while we and our ancestors thought of it as a
body disposal tool to clean the human body from impurities and illnesses, the divine secret behind this special
treatment is reveled today by our modern tools exclusive for the first time in our Journal Medical research. This is
not just a prevention or body disposal tool for most of our modern day diseases, but actually an ultimate weapon
of medicine to fight the most minor and widely spread chronic pains and diseases, as we all have experienced
and suffered from on a single normal day.
* Our Journal medical research new discovery on blood cupping concluded the actual secret of blood cupping is
not to just dispose the targeted body area of trapped dead blood cells, and bad blood materials causing
inflammations, but actually replacing it with new blood stimulation, inducing natural stem cells repair and a total
miraculous recovery. Thank you for the supernatural divine being 'Angels' and Prophet Muhammad for keeping
this treatment well and alive.
~~~>
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